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T. C. DUNCAN EAVES,
BEN D. KIMPEL,
AND THE
LIFE
A Brief and Apologetic Memoir
Murray L. Brown

Duncan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel s 1971
biography of Samuel Richardson'^ was the result of
well over a decade of research by two very capable
scholars. Their stated reason for writing the Life is simply that "there
has been no exhaustive biography of Richardson" (viii). When I first
picked up this volume as an undergraduate in 1977, however, assuming
that this most recent biography would aim to superannuate previous
attempts in essential ways, I was a bit surprised and somewhat
concerned that in the authors' opinion, their effort contained "no
evidence" that fundamentally "changed the picture" (viii) from that
which Anna Lsetitia Barbauld offered in her brief biographical account
in her compilation of Richardson's Correspondence (1804), and, further,
that these authors were of the opinion (or were brash enough to
maintain) that Richardson's masterwork, Clarissa, was fairly well

"T. C. Duncan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel, Samuel Richardson: A Biography (Oxford;Clarendon
Press, 1971.) All subsequent references will be cited parenthetically in the text.
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understood by most of its contemporary readers. I was more surprised
still when thereafter appeared two full pages thanking individuals and
institutions for presumably providing the authors with previously
neglected or overlooked information, followed by over seven hundred
pages of text that would admittedly do no more than flesh out a reading
of Clarissa and its creator, an opinion that itself was approaching two
hundred years of age. It seemed to me, even then, that quite a lot had
appeared on the scene since the first decade of the nineteenth century,
most notably, perhaps, the arrival and fundamental cultural presence of
Sigmund Freud—but no matter, soon the authors ruled out
psychoanalytical approaches or ones that stress the author's supposed
"unconscious sexual urges" because:
we do not believe that the heavy emphasis on sexual imagery
so popular with many modern critics is of much help in
reading Clarissa. As to the biographical implications,
psychoanalyzing a man on the basis of his writings is in our
opinion not an illegitimate occupation but a very dangerous
one. (258)
Believing (as their subject did) in conscious art, they suggest such
interpretation would necessarily, and they believe unfairly, or
unproductively, impose upon Richardson's life critical paradigms that,
obviously, could not be known to Richardson; and further, that "even
a trained analyst, without getting his subject for a prolonged period on
his couch, can hardly hope to penetrate thesubconscious with certainty
on the dubious evidence of the written word and such things as choice
of imagery" (103).
I thought this was extremely odd—a confusion of the clinical and
the critical—quirky, and more than a little reactionary; even so, I was
willing to forgive much at that point, and having what I felt was an
almost insurmountable task ahead of me, I moved on, not to the text,
but to the index. Here was an extensive, detailed, and, therefore, a
useful effort. I used the Life, I worked from it, and I wrote my
assignment on Pamela, but I did not read the Life until I was working
on Richardson and my dissertation a number of years later. At that
time, after having read all of Richardson's fiction and its various
supplements, and having covered Clarissa at least twice—perhaps thrice
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straight through (the first occasion qualified me, at least in the authors'
opinion, to read the Life), I made a number of observations and
conclusions about this curious biography, and I have come to make
more since that time.
Foremost among them is the very notion that one must read
Clarissa to understand Richardson. This is the case, but my present
point is that it is absolutely essential to read Clarissa to understand the
impulse behind this enormous biographical effort. From my
perspective then, and now, and after being, well, obsessed with this
novel for over ten years (for some considerable degree of obsession is
required—even to read Clarissa once), I have made at least a partial peace
with Eaves and Kimpel because I empathize with them. While,
admittedly, there is a great difference between the mere disinterested
reading of a work (if such reading is possible) and the largely subjective
treatment that obsessive reading entails, I also understand, as many
must, the degree to which obsession underlies and informs the entire
effort in question. Although theirs was a much worse (and, therefore,
a much more productive) case than my own, I also realize that what
Eaves and Kimpel believed they were doing was to offer such an
overwhelming amount of material ("exhaustive" hardly does it justice)
that it would somehow absolve them from all but the most basic and
nominal responsibilities of interpretation. Perhaps "absolve" may not
be the proper word here; rather, they seem to feel as though their
approach places them outside that sort of thing altogether. Well, why
is that?
There is much to be said regarding the history of biography and
how the Life fits in or does not fit in with various models, examples,
and theories of models, of course, but I am not going to pursue them
here. The main objection of those who find fault with Eaves and
Kimpel's achievement is that our authors apparently (and naively)
intend to be all things to all readers—to all critics—by presenting
sufficient material to aid and inform nearly any imaginable biographical
query. I will add, however, that a large part of what makes the Life as
annoying to read today as it was thirty years ago is the authors' disdain
for nearly every statement or published opinion of the day (for Freudian
interpretation is only one among the many objectionable); in other
words, what they find "imaginable," even in such a lengthy and detailed
effort, must be rather more limited that they admit.
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Even so, and as strange as this may appear from an outsider's
perspective, it is not unusual behavior for the obsessed; nor is it unusual
in this particular instance, for Clarissa was itself the object of obsessive
authorship, and fittingly, its two main characters are themselves
obsessive personalities who are obsessed with themselves and
consequently with one another.
Having said that, we might consider, at least in passing, how little
credence any of these figures (real or fictional) gives to offered opinion
or advice—from within or without; that is, while Richardson received
a great deal of direction and advice when composing Clarissa, he took
very little of it. The novel's protagonist is herself as single-minded and
willful a figure as one will find in fiction—with the certain exception of
the novel's antagonist, who is a case study in megalomaniacal
sociopathology. There are, after all, varying degrees and colors of
obsession, but what seems common among them is a self-possession and
assuredness—even to the extreme degree of megalomania, the purpose
of which is to defend and sustain the illusion of greater insight or
superiority. This sounds harsh and not at all in deference to Eaves and
Kimpel and the great debt that Richardson's readers owe to them, but
I feel further compelled to observe that the obsessed are often quite
jealous and frequently work to their own detriment in ignoring the
opinions and efforts of supposed unqualified competitors—those who are
not similarly, and therefore, those not adequately indoctrinated or
sufficiently educated to share insight. I realize this line of reasoning
threatens to become somewhat bothersome and a bit "small," but if I
believed that Eaves and Kimpel truly were possessed I wouldn't have
taken it up.
Let me explain. Sometime ago, in an attempt to inform a passing
thought, I took up Clarissa and set about discovering, with as much
precision as possible, just where in this sea of reportage Clarissa makes
a conscious or unconscious decision to take the fatal step—or, how does
she come to that point? There are clues, perhaps, but there is really
nothing sufficient in her thinking to underwrite or explain what passes
at the garden gate—a mere instant—a reaction. I had (and have) a great
deal invested in this reading and I wanted to know, but my curiosity
was not satisfied and I felt cheated. So, I redoubled my efforts again and
again, but to little effect. This novel, these many narratives move
slowly, incrementally, and accrete meaning; they move forward (and
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sometimes backward) in a kind of ratcheting motion so discrete that,
although we move from point A to Z, it is nearly impossible to
determine what is significant—what informs—with any degree of
certainty, much less what is decided when, or if it has been decided at
all. And who among us would disagree with the notion that there is
much in Clarissa that really does little to unify the work? No one. Ra
ther, I think most everyone who has taken on this novel critically
would admit, privately at least, that there is much in the text that is not
really needed, but would never publicly discount the possibility that
every single detail has significance, even so. I submit that this is the
main reason why no abridgment—not even Sherburn's—succeeds in
making this novel manageable. So while Clarissa includes much "extra"
material, material that does not necessarily inform, we are aware, or
hopeful, that somewhere in this enormous body of writing lie the keys
to understanding, and for this reason no abridgment is or can be
trustworthy. It is this enigmatic and unmanageable quality that
compels us to seek a greater understanding but without the
promise—and only the hope—that it even exists.
Is there not some affinity here with the Life? I suggest that our
authors find themselves facing a similar dilemma and respond in similar
ways. The very thing that has consternated many readers, namely the
biographers' admission that they cannot understand how the man they
have presumably come to know so well was himself capable of
producing Clarissa—this "failed apprehension" and all efforts to correct
it, served as the motivation behind this "exhaustive" (and exhausting)
effort. Is Clarissa evidence of a great intelligence at work? Does order
exist here? Is Richardson a conscious artist? How could a novel that
depicts one of the greatest evil geniuses in fiction be an object of naive
production by the author? The answers must lie somewhere. They
must.
Because this novel is as unmanageable as either of its principal
characters, it invites—no, it requires and engenders obsession. I recall
that Stinstra'^ quotes a reader who pledges to reread Clarissa every year

" The Richardson-Stinstra Correspondence and Stinstra's Pr^aces to 'Clarissa", ed. William C.
Slatterly (Carbondale and Ed-wardsville: Southern Illinois University Press, 1969).
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for the remainder of his life; and then the specters of the Klopstocks'®
appear before me, obsessive personalities on many fronts, but
specifically so obsessed with Clarissa that they role-play—even unto
death. How many novels attract such reading? Not many. And while
I have known several persons to fall under the spell of Jane Austen in
a similar way, there are few modern equivalents and none that I can
name from the eighteenth century. "What I am suggesting here is that
Eaves and Kimpel have fallen under Clarissa's influence, and out of their
desire to know this novel and make it yield what cannot with certainty
ever be known, they turn to Richardson himself but find him just as
unyielding as his famous novel. This is made all the worse, mirrored
and magnified by the fact that Clarissa writes and rewrites, copies and
recopies these letters to see to their preservation, all with the hope that
her story will be sorted out and that the 'truth' will be known and told.
Implicit is the promise that such a truth exists, but the responsibility
does not fall on the narrator to reveal it or lead us to it. There is no
single narrator, no third-person entity to guide us; and so we encounter
this novel, this huge conundrum, in much the same way that Eaves and
Kimpel affect to present its author: like Clarissa, they aim to provide as
complete a documentary record as possible—a fitting (and perhaps they
felt) the only suitable stance from which to approach such a novelist
and such a novel.
We might for a moment consider models or debts (other than to
Barbauld) that Eaves and KimpeTs particular obsession will admit. Our
authors afford William Merritt Sale, Jr., a great deal of respect, and his
study of Richardson as "master printer"" offers good insight as to why.
Within it we can see, certainly, what Eaves and Kimpel admired, what
they found and knew was useful, and to which tradition they wished to
contribute. And what sort of book is this? In my opinion it is one of
the finest works of its kind ever produced. It is a one-hundred-and-forty
page literary biography,focusing, as the title delineates, on Richardson's
professional life as a printer and to a lesser degree on his career as a
novelist and his personal qualities; this, followed by one-hundred-and-

" David C. Hensley, 'Clarissa, Coleridge, Kant, and Klopstock: Emotionalism as Pietistic
Intertext in Anglo-German Romanticism,"Studies inthe Literary Imagination 28 (1995): 125-47
"William MerrittSale, Jr., 5dm«e//Jic^«rd!son.-/foster Printer (Ithaca:Cornell University Press,
1950).
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seventy pages of descriptive bibliography and working catalogue of
Richardson's press. The entire book, especially its latter chapters, is
the result of an extremely exacting effort—and, significantly, one that
affects a scientific detachment, quite literally putting works from
Richardson's press under the microscope. Apparently, coming to
terms with Richardson's press presents many of the same (or similar)
challenges as Clarissa and its author do.
It is probably neither coincidental nor inconsequential that Sale
comes to relatively few conclusions about Richardson's politics or what
his causes and interests were even after constructing and surveying a
large portion of the material from Richardson's press. There is too
much and it is too various to come to such conclusions with any degree
of certainty. This sounds familiar because Sale's impulse is similar to
that of Eaves and Kimpel; and while we should not expect him to come
to many conclusions regarding matters lying outside the stated scope of
his study, and despite the many differences there are in the recreation
of Richardson's catalogue as opposed to Eaves and Kimpel's
undertaking, the archival impulse informs both endeavors.
I had an occasion recently to acquire a copy of Eaves's 1944
Harvard dissertation, "Graphic Illustrations of the Principal English
Novels of the Eighteenth Century." It occupies two volumes with a
total length of just under eight hundred pages—a Herculean effort that
involved onsite research at many if not most major American
collections (and I must wonder to what length this dissertation would
have run had it been possible to work with European collections during
the years leading up to 1944). When I ordered the copy I was hopeful
that it would contain something about Richardson's own understanding
and use of art—perhaps including a discussion of Richardson's particular
use of ekphrasis—my own obsession. But it did not. It is, nevertheless,
a cataloguing effort of the highest kind and is most thorough and
exacting, but it merely presents—it presents a great deal, but that is the
extent of its ambition. While there is great value in this approach—it
leads a researcher to and through the archive—it did not offer what I
was hoping find. Again, this is the same impulse that informs the
Life—comprehensive, but not particularly comprehending. Eaves sees
himself as an enabler and as a kind of pioneer. He knows there is much
study to be done, and since there was no such catalogue yet in existence,
he knows that his work will be useful—essential for future study.
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One of my colleagues, the poet Leon Stokesbury, studied under
Kimpel at the University of Arkansas in the late sixties, at the very time
when the research for the Life was coming to fruition. He shared a
story with me regarding our authors that offers a number of insights.
On one of what must have been many research trips to London, Eaves
took an opportunity to visit St. Brides, the church where Richardson
is interred. Although I have not made a visit (please note that I have
avoided the word "pilgrimage" here), I understand that Richardson is
now resting in the churchyard. He was moved there sometime after
World War 11, but apparently his remains were still in the crypt on the
occasion of Eaves' visit. At least this is what I have gathered. In any
event, during the Blitz St. Brides was severely damaged, and
Richardson's sarcophagus was disturbed as well—to the point that it
sustained extensive damage and was actually cracked open. At least one
of these cracks, it seems, was sufficiently large to admit a hand, and not
being able to resist the temptation, Eaves actually reached inside the
sarcophagus and retrieved a small amount of material. He took up the
dust (for that was the extent of the violation) and placed it in an
envelope, which he sent back to Kimpel in theStates. An enclosed note
read: "Behold the true Richardson!"
Although I'm certain that this story has been repeated often and
with varying details, I have no reason to doubt its essential verity, and
I repeat it now to help make a point. Even with the understanding that
this was a relatively innocent and even a playful action, I can't resist
making it come to bear on the question of obsession. As I've
mentioned above, the obsessive condition is made worse when the
object cannot be made to yield up its secrets—when despite all care and
attention, conclusions are difficult to make and meaningful,
empowering insight is impossible to attain. The condition is
exacerbated to the fullest extent when the obsessed subject is possessed
of greatest expertise. This specific anecdote was intended to convey a
sense of Eaves' character and additionally a sense of how the two men
interacted and motivated one another. I doubt very much if Professor
Stokesbury had read Clarissa recently, and so he had no way of
apprehending what my response might be. Although I was amused, of
course, I soon recalled Lovelace with a sense of horror. I saw him (yet
again) in the throes of his frustration at the death of the
heroine—mourning only his utter inability to possess her. She is
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absolutely denied to him; and this realization, this failure, sweeps over
him again and again, driving him to the point of insanity. Her ultimate
evasion—his failure—directly contributes to his decision not to elude
Clarissa's avenging kinsman Morden and so leads to his death. What
Lovelace does not know cannot be known. The searching, the testing,
have all come to an end, but the enigmatic Clarissa remains.
With Lovelace in my mind's eye, I imagine that I quit smiling and
perhaps shuddered a little at that point in Leon's story because I also
recalled that in his distraction Lovelace arranges to have the heart
removed from Clarissa's corpse. He has, or intends to have, a receptacle
made to receive it. Eaves is not Lovelace, of course, but they share a
similar condition—one that claims enormous expertise and experience,
but one that is also, and ultimately, confounded. Despite Lovelace's
experience, despite all the women he has taken and ruined
beforehand—all fade in comparison to the present and presently failed
endeavor. He cannot know her. I assume that Kimpel understood
Eaves' cryptic analogue. It is a kind of joke, or at least I hope it is,
because its humor would reside in the mutual recognition of their
obsession, and it would accomplish this in the Lovelacean contexts I've
mentioned. As such, it would be wonderfully and self-consciously
ironic—a sign of health and an altogether healthy objectification of the
situation.
So, I will content myself and accept the notion that the Life is
flawed because Clarissa is flawed. Clarissa denied the latest and the
most fashionable truths of its day, and so did the Life. This biography
does not conclude in satisfying or predictable ways because
Richardson's heroine defies Lovelace's rakish but proven interpretative
assumptions. Apparently, this is what I am arguing. Clarissa behaves
differently, and so Lovelace concludes incorrectly. I imagine that one
day someone will again attempt Richardson's biography; yet can
anyone who has worked closely with Richardson and his magnum opus
deny that the Life remains extremely useful—essential? Its strength lies
in its perceived incompleteness, and since utility is its aim, why should
we be disappointed when it accomplishes only that? In this sense, it
follows other admitted models that have similar pretensions—but what
of that?
I am reminded of the 1991 BBC production of Clarissa and the
dilemma that the screen writers, David Nokes and Janet Barron, surely
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faced when forced to trim this novel down to a filmable length—this,
without sacrificing the novel's content and continuity. I am not at all
certain that they succeeded in these pursuits, but the point I want to
raise now concerns the film's ending. You may recall that in the film
Belford avenges Clarissa's death by killing Lovelace in a duel at a
fencing club. I think that Nokes and Barron sought to satisfy desires
similar to those of the critics whom Eaves and Kimpel reject. They felt
and responded to the same temptations that Gibber and Inchbald or any
number of Clarissa's first readers also felt, and so they construed a more
'acceptable' ending than the one that Richardson wrote. But they
missed the point. I would argue that much of Clarissa's tension lies in
Belford's inactivity. He "reforms" but he does not behave as a reformed
man and fails to intervene on the heroine's behalf. I would also argue
that Lovelace's flight is intended to increase this tension further by
threatening to frustrate our desires for vengeance. While the Nokes
and Barron ending is, it cannot be, because it is not Clarissa. I don't
believe that Eaves and Kimpel can be faulted for much more than
rejecting interpretations and readings that theyfelt were perhaps within
Richardson's control but were outside his time, and, therefore, outside
his experience. If it is not under Richardson's control, it simply is not.
Eaves and Kimpel broadly guard Richardson's primacy as an author just
as I have defended it in miniature in this paragraph.
Since I have ventured so far out on so many illogical (and
unpopular) limbs, in conclusion let me add, or recall, that Clarissa's
reason for being is also solely based on utility. Clarissa is an exemplary
and extraordinary demonstration—a moral object that requires
committed (and perhaps regular) meditation. If what is entertaining or
an 'entertainment' is also and necessarily a moment's passing fancy,
then Clarissa is not entertaining. Clarissa stands squarely in opposition
to mere entertainment—it is a species of anti-entertainment (a
dimension that is necessarily lost or greatly diminished in the
Nokes/Barron rendition), and so it doesn't behave like a fiction (or a
Romance) and demands to be read as something other than a
novel—formally, and in every other way I can imagine.
The only way a filmed version of Clarissa could succeed is if it
were not to behave as a film. We do know, at least, that to be useful
rather than merely entertaining was Richardson's aim. I believe that all
Eaves and Kimpel wanted or aimed to accomplish was to be similarly
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useful, and so they behave differently and write other than what we
expect or what we want in a biography. Indeed, they should be given
much credit, not only for fostering an entire generation of scholarship
(an overused yet entirely appropriate expression), but also for being
savvy enough to understand that they could not and did not wish to
attempt to 'direct' future efforts—even if they damn several
contemporary ones. In taking this stance I am certain they intended to
delimit their subject, and this is the spirit that informs most, if not all,
of what they do. And so I am also convinced, or choose to believe, that
Kimpel received Richardson's ashes as a joke and understood that Eaves
sent them and intended them to be received as such. It sets our authors
apart from the ranks of the obsessed and, in my estimation, redeems
them. They did not, after all, write "the Life" (as I have been referring
to their work), they wrote "a biography" and that fundamental
distinction makes them very insightful indeed—it makes them smarter
than Lovelace.

